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Special Meeting
--. 0 /Town hi-airman Pane called the special meeting of the Newington Town Plan and Zoning
Commission to order at 6:10 p.m. in the Conference Room L101 in the Newington Town
Hall, 131 Cedar Street, Newington, Connecticut.
I.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II.

ROLL CALL AND SEATING OF ALTERNATES
Commissioners Present
Chairman Domenic Pane
Commissioner Anthony Claffey (6:45)
Commissioner Michael Fox
Commissioner Garrett Havens
Commissioner David Lenares (6:40)
Commissioner Stanley Sobieski
Commissioner Braverman-A
Commissioner Thomas Gill-A
Commissioner Bryan Haggerty-A (6:45)

III.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Presentation of Draft POCD

Chairman Pane: No quorum is needed since we are not voting on anything. We're just going
to review this. My greatest concern, along with Commissioner Sobieski is that it is hard to
determine some of the good stuff from the old plan and how it has been put into the new plan
because there was no red line edition done earlier. So we just got this new one today, we
can do two things. We can either go through the old one and pinpoint things or we could go
through this new one and start looking at this new one. We are probably going to have to.
have some additional meetings so that we can stay on schedule for Glenn to get a second
draft and then get it off to the Council in the time remaining, so we may have to have some
additional meetings. How do you feel about this? Do you have any concerns? Have you
read through, naturally you haven't read through the new one yet, but I think Stanley, you are
familiar with the old one, and so aren't you Commissioner Fox. I'll open it up to discussion.
Commissioner Sobieski: Right, we are probably going to have to have some additional
meetings. The only thing I would ask that they are not on Thursdays. I'm just going through,
as you said earlier the difference between what the State classified and what we have, there
are a lot of things that don't gibe, whether they are minor or major collectors here. I do agree
with you.
Chairman Pane: I think our best plan would be to go through the new one now and then,
everybody has a copy of this new one, and I guess as homework we could read through the
old one and try to compare it. It might be difficult, but, in the new plan, if everyone would turn
to the introduction?
Craig Minor: If anybody doesn't have an old plan, I can run back to the office and grab one
for you.
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Commissioners: Have it at home, didn't bring it.
Commissioner Sobieski: I assume that they were going to have a sort of side by side, that
was my fault.
Chairman Pane: I had the same concern.
Commissioner Sobieski: I was thinking like we have done in the past, where we have had
changes, we have black changed to red or whatever it was, that is what I thought we would
have here.
Chairman Pane: I wish what we had done was, back in '95 we went through it, through the
existing plan page by page and we determined, okay, this is good, we want to leave this, we
want to leave this, and this and this was completed, so we'll remove that, and then after that
was done, then put the new stuff in that Glenn came up with, but since that wasn't done, we'll
have to do the best we can.
I'm going to change the agenda a little bit, I don't think anyone will mind. I'm going to add
public participation if Rose, you have anything you would like to say.....just thought I would
offer that.
I think maybe we could skip over and go to page 4 and look at the vision statement. I believe
the vision statement should be pretty close. It appears that the only thing that he left out was
the bottom sentence which was "Newington will use it's location within the capital region as
an asset to encourage new development and the reuse of older sites in harmony with
surrounding areas. I think everything else is about the same.
Commissioner Sobieski: He's got some of that in here at the bottom of this statement that
says, Newington will use it's location within the capital region....that's at the very bottom.
Commissioner Braverman: It's almost word for word.
Chairman Pane: I don't see any problems with that, even if he left the bottom off. Oh no, he
does have, it is there. Anybody have any questions on the vision statement, or should we,
want to read it so that, I'll read it.
"Newington will continue to protect its environmental resources, particularly its wetlands and
Cedar Mountain. Identifying additional open space and striving to create an open space
system will be a priority as will the stewardship of the community's land resources.
Newington will continue to maintain its historic resources, housing stock, public buildings,
parks, schools, and infrastructure at the highest quality possible.
Newington will continue to be primarily a medium density single family, owner-occupied
community, with safe neighborhoods and excellent community services. Newington will seek
ways to diversify its housing portfolio to meet the changing housing needs of present and
future residents.
Commissioner Braverman: That's new, that's new from the old plan.
Chairman Pane: He added that then.
Commissioner Braverman: Yes.
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Newington will place a high priority on the vitality of its Town Center, the appearance of the
Center; and the Center's location as the place for governmental and institutional buildings.
Newington will strive to maintain the Center's New England character and compact size and
discourage expansion into adjacent residential areas.
Newington will look at ways to take advantage of transportation services (such as a proposed
rail station and the existing CT Fastrak busway stations) to enhance the community, including
its economy and housing portfolio.
Craig Minor: And that is new.
Newington will continue to recognize that the quality of life in the community is influenced and
enhanced by the non-residential land uses that support the Town's grand list. While these
uses are essential to a vibrant and economically successful community, changes in zoning
districts will be evaluated based on the characteristics of the surrounding areas.
Newington will use its location within the Capital Region as an asset to encourage new
development and the reuse of older sites in harmony with surrounding areas."
Anyone have any comments on the Vision Statement?
Commissioners: Looks pretty good to me, agreed.
Chairman Pane: The next is the summary of the conditions and trends affecting Newington
at the time this POCD was being prepared and an outline of input and feedback from
residents about issues important to them.
Then the chapters of the POCD are organized around four main thematic elements used to
organize the goals and strategies for the future of Newington. Each element contains one or
more chapters addressing specific topics of importance to Newington going forward.
Following these four strategic elements, there are sections on plan consistency and
implementation. There is Conservation Strategies, Sustainability Strategies, Development
Strategies, Infrastructure Strategies.
Anyone have any questions on that?
"Using this Plan, implementation is the most important part of the planning process and a key
focus in this POCD. Even though the POCD is an advisory document, it is intended to:
Provide a framework for the consistent decision-making in Newington over the next
decade or so, and
Guide local boards and commissions in such efforts.
Several elements of the POCD have been specifically configured to promote implementation:
1. Action Steps Specifically Called Out — Action steps, (described in the sidebar)
have a separate table to highlight the pro-active steps that should be taken to
implement the POCD.
2. Policies Organized — Policies (described in the sidebar) have been organized to
facilitate their use by the TPZ (and others) to evaluate potential actions in terms of
POCD consistency, such as:
Zoning amendments (text or map changes.)
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Preparing its advisory report to the Town Council when reviewing municipal
improvements requests (as provided in CGS Section 8-24)
Reviewing inter-town zoning and subdivision referral notices for advisory reports
to the Capitol Region Council of Governments.
Reviewing and commenting on the Capital improvement Plan's recommended
project schedule.
3. Leaders/Partners Identified — Each policy and action step in the POCD has a
leader (and often one or more partners) identified. These are the entities most
responsible for the implementation of that policy or action step. Experience has
shown that specifically identifying the responsible entity has a dramatic effect on
implementation. A legend for acronyms used to identify leaders and partners in on
the inside back cover.
Craig Minor: Now Glenn is talking about implementation which is good.
Chairman Pane: It talks about the plan being important, and as you know, in our TPZ
meeting coming up, the judge on the Firestone case referenced our Plan of Development,
and so it is important and it is used as a guide and it can be used in a court case to either win
their case or lose the case, so it is important to follow.
Commissioner Fox: He used the term, comprehensive plan of development.
Craig Minor: What that means is the map and the zoning regulations. Comprehensive plan,
when lawyers talk about it, is the zoning regulations and the zoning map, not the Plan of
Development.
Chairman Pane: Anybody have any questions on this yet? We'll go to conditions and trends.
This is all of the history of Newington, which you can all read about. I think we will skip over it
now but you should read that and be familiar with it so in case there are any questions at our
next meeting.
We have land use in Newington. In the old plan we had an explanation of Open Space,
whether it was managed or vacant, and I guess he moved it.
Craig Minor: So the old plan, the 2009 Land Use map, had a legend of what was actually
used at that time, rather than zoning.
Chairman Pane: If you look at the old book, page 10, there are definitions of developed land,
committed land, vacant land, dedicated open space, and managed open space. It looks like
he has moved that
Craig Minor: It's on page 14.
Chairman Pane: In the new book, it's on page 14?
Craig Minor: Yes.
Chairman Pane: He put it in the sidebar here. Maybe the developed land, the committed
land, the vacant land, the dedicated open space and the managed open space probably
should be highlighted, or darkened in?
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Commissioner Fox: At least the titles.
Commissioner Braverman: You're right, it should be bold, it should be more recognizable.
Chairman Pane: Have you had a chance Craig to go through the maps and check for any
errors?
Craig Minor: Not yet.
Chairman Pane: On page 16 there is Zoning in Newington, which hasn't been changed much
and then there is the zoning map which Craig will check out.
We're on page 19 now, Community Input, so this is all new, this is from the public hearings I
believe. Page 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 is all of the new information that they got from the
public hearings. It may appear that we are going through this fast, but we are going to go
through this a couple of more times because we are just receiving this tonight, I don't want
anyone to think that we are going through too fast. We will look at it again.
Commissioner Sobieski: This is from the one hearing that he had at the high school and if I
remember correctly and he had people put into various boxes what their concerns were. I
think that is where he got this information.
Chairman Pane: Do you think that all of it is needed or should it be reduced down, or, think
about it.
Commissioner Sobieski: At that meeting there was quite a bit of talk about traffic issues,
business development, pedestrian bike way, and concern about the town infrastructure itself.
Just to use as an example, you go from one school to the next, that was one issue and then
the other issue was the open space which was a huge issue with people.
Chairman Pane: What was the issue on the open space?
Commissioner Sobieski: They wanted to not loose any more open space, like the mountain
for instance, I forgot what the others were, but they wanted more parks, they wanted walking
trails, and that was huge with people. I mean, this community, it has kind of rotated around a
little bit, where people want to be able to take their families and do things on the weekends,
or at night, and there is no connectivity of a walking trail, except for a few pieces here and
there.
Chairman Pane: Our old plan talks about a walking trail, through the open space to give
people the opportunity to get out into the area, but the walking trails are probably going to
have to be paved, to be ADA compliant and everything. I would think that the best place to
start would be over at the Young Farm and start there and then do X amount of feet each
year so that in maybe in a few years we have something that connects all the way to Wallace
and then we figure how we get across to Churchill and...... .
Commissioner Sobieski: I thought when Ed Meehan was here he had pretty much of a plan
starting at Churchill, coming across, we have the open space all the way up to Maple Hill
Avenue, the 291 right of way.
Craig.Minor: When we get to page 30, there is some of that information there.
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Commissioner Braverman: Just to bring up a minor point. Are we satisfied with the
population of that initial meeting when they took the survey? There may have been a
number of people who may not have been able to attend. Do you think it would be efficient to
have another one of those surveys?
Chairman Pane: Well, we are going to have more public hearings. That's why I asked if you
wanted all of that information in there because there wasn't a big group, I think there were
only 40 people, maybe 50 people there, but that is a small amount of people compared to the
entire town, so good point. I think after we read it a little bit more we might want to
determine
Commissioner Fox: I think they were pretty well spread out though throughout the town. But
like you say, there should have been a lot more.
Chairman Pane: On the open space, which is on page 29, I hope that people don't have the
feeling that just because there is no building on the property, that it is open space. I don't
know, I wasn't at that meeting so I'm not sure if that was the impression that got or not, but I
mean, we have property that is zoned either residential or commercial or industrial and
somebody owns it
Commissioner Fox: Just because it is open and not built on doesn't mean that it is open
space.
Commissioner Sobieski: I think their main concern now is that they wanted to have some
connectivity, for instance, from Churchill and once you get to that walkway on Maple Avenue,
I'm not sure if this town got the rest of the 291 right of way in the back or not, I don't know.
That is what some of the issue was, a lot of people like to bicycle.
Chairman Pane: I know at the West Hartford Reservoir they have the, there are about 8 foot
wide pathways and they have it lined so that bicycles ride on one side and there are some
warnings, and then people could walk there, so that could be very nice for Newington
residents to have something like that where you have a nice loop and you start at the
Young's Farm and you do a nice loop and then you figure out where you want to go from
there.
Commissioner Sobieski: I was on a committee with Gail and we had laid out a bike path
through the center of town, and I gave that to you Craig if I'm not mistaken. It was Tim
Sabatha from the DOT and I can't think who the other lady was that had laid that out, and I
laid that out and give it to you and Gail that we can actually get a designated bike path with
very little cost to the Town, if any. Starting here, using Garfield with a little re-stripping and
some signage and they are only small discs like that that a little bicycle thing, and you can
cross here and go all the way down Wells Drive and all the way up to West Hartford.
Commissioner Pane: I think I saw that there was a map of bike trails in the back of this.
On page 33 it goes to Community Character.
"The term "community character" refers to the physical and other characteristics which
contribute to people's overall impression of a community. Community character helps give a
community a sense of identity and a sense of community.
The overall goal is to preserve and enhance those things, both physical and otherwise, which
contribute to the overall character of Newington and the sense of community and small town
character.
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Although every Newington resident may have their own perception and interpretation of
exactly what "community character" means to them, some common elements that may
contribute to Newington's overall character and quality of life include the following:
Natural Resources — Wetlands, water bodies, hillsides and other physical features.
Scenic Features — Scenic features, scenic views and similar features.
Open Space/Undeveloped Land — Parks and undeveloped lands.
I think we need a clarification of undeveloped land.
Commissioner Braverman: Based on the previous conversation I agree.
Chairman Pane:
Recreational Facilities — Recreational facilities and activities (such as
sports fields, recreation facilities, etc.)
Key Local Places — Places such as the Town Center or local facilities (such as the
library.)
Key local places could be the schools too, the firehouses.
Then they have the historical houses here. Someone mentioned to me that there are quite a
few houses on the historical sites and they kind of wanted to recognize them with some sort
of like a post with a little, nice little sign, historical house. Does anybody have a problem with
that?
Commissioner Sobieski: I seem to remember, on Main Street, Gary Bolles old house, they
had a white plaque on it, installed by the bi-centennial commission in 75 maybe. I think
they're are still around and I think it's a great idea myself.
Chairman Pane: Maybe we should see what they look like.
Commissioner Havens: Isn't there still one in front of the Willard homestead? I'm pretty sure,
but the house is set so far back, they have a fairly decent size sign.
Chairman Pane: We should look at that one and some of the other ones and see if they are
all the same and then maybe duplicate that so that whatever houses are there have the same
ones and the same requirements and the same size, colonial looking.
Commissioner Braverman: Absolutely, that would add a lot of character. It would show
uniformity in terms of where the historical places are.
Chairman Pane: You could even have a map that designates where they are.
Commissioner Sobieski: The white house at the corner of Main and Robbins, I thought there
was a plaque, built in 17 something. Is there? There are various types of plaques all over
the place. As you come south on Main Street, on the right hand side.
Chairman Pane: We could make the recommendation of what we think we should have
there, and then we could leave it up to the Historical Society to come up with the details and
bring it back to us or whatever.
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Commissioner Fox: We were talking about something like that with the 150th anniversary
standing committee. They were talking about tours and everything. The first step would be
getting the plaques in there and then continue on.
Commissioner Braverman: As a sidelight, perhaps we can get the students involved in
maybe creating a map, maybe creating some electronic or GPS type of tour to take you from
place to place, make it a contest for the students so that they can participate. Just a thought.
Chairman Pane: This is on the same topic since we are talking about signs. Someone
mentioned it, I don't remember who, but I believe that maybe in the near future it might come
back to us, people would like to see the digital sign somewhere, maybe in the center or
somewhere else, which, to try to reduce the little signs and also provide a means for the
businesses to promote themselves on it, along with other activities. So that is something for
the Commissioners to think about, I know it has come before it, some of the older
Commissioners before. There is one over at the school which is the only one that is in town,
and one of the other things, I don't think we have talked to the new Superintendent but it
probably wouldn't be a bad idea to talk to her and try to get more sports events and drama
on, things like that on there so they are not producing these little signs five feet off the road.
That is just something to think about, because it was very controversial.
Commissioner Sobieski: I remember that because you have two gas stations that got digital
signs.
Chairman Pane: I think if you did this it would be only probably be for the Town, you wouldn't
open it up to the entire town, but you would say this is something that benefits, providing
information to the Newington citizens for sporting events and you could also use it for
businesses to promote themselves. You know, the fire house, I think they wanted one there
so maybe it could be used there. Maybe that is the right location for it.
Commissioner Fox: You have a couple of locations, the old firehouse, or the town green, any
where that is kind of a gateway, over by Churchill...on the turnpike.
Commissioner Gill: Rocky Hill did the program where they got a grant out of that deal there
and they are situated at most of the fire houses. That was a totally free and besides fire
department there are things going on, on the billboards.
Chairman Pane: We might be able to look into a grant for that. I think we are, in this new
book he talks about signage for the gateway area. I think it should be added that maybe TPZ
would consider two different locations for a sign like that. I think we have to have a
conversation about it, whether or not the Commissioners think it is important, whether or not
you want to do that because I know it was controversial and a lot of people didn't want it, I
was one of them, but I think we have to have an open mind on what is best for Newington. I
know the Rocky Hill one is real nice and it provides all kind of information there.
Commissioner Sobieski: I think it would be difficult on the turnpike itself.
Chairman Pane: Yes, as far as locations, I think maybe Company One, and then maybe is it
Company Three over by Willard....
Commissioner Gill: And you have Company Two over at the south end.
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Chairman Pane: Depending on how much grant money, either one, two or three, at the fire
houses which would help the fire houses, could help businesses and could help the events at
the schools too. They should all be identical and still have maybe colonial features on the top
of them. Just something to keep in mind.
So we just received this tonight, for the Commissioners who have just arrived. We're going
through it briefly, we are probably going to have some more meetings. My biggest concern,
along with some of the other Commissioners was it's a little more difficult to find out what is in
the old book compared to what is in the new book. I'm sure we will get through it.
Commissioner Braverman: Perhaps they have both on line somewhere and we could do a
comparison between them, physically going through it, see if they could highlight some of the
areas that are different or the same.
Chairman Pane: I think if we get real familiar with both of them, our next meeting is with
Glenn and we can either, I think the best thing to do is we go through this briefly, we'll get
really familiar with both the old one and the new one, and then each meeting, when we are
meeting on the 22nd, that will be a special meeting before our TPZ meeting.
Craig Minor: That is your normal day, but we can meet at 6:00 o'clock to do POCD stuff, and
then 7:00 for TPZ stuff.
Chairman Pane: Is that all right with everybody, that we meet at 6:00 on the 22nd? That way,
we have an hour to spend with Glenn to go over some of the stuff in these, and then that
gives us, between now and the 22nd time to become familiar with them.
Commissioner Lenares: Absolutly. The e-mail did not include the 6:00 meeting.
Chairman Pane: It wasn't in the e-mail.
Commissioner Lenares: No, it wasn't in the e-mail. The packet was opened maybe ten
minutes ago and I threw it in the bag, so that is why I was tardy. I apologize.
Chairman Pane: No problem. I asked the Planner to have the special meeting because I
thought we needed it, so we will make sure that it is in the e-mail, and we are going to plan
for a special meeting on the 22nd at 6:00. That's all right with everybody?
Commissioner Claffey: I don't have a problem with that, but are there any other departmental
inputs, you know, Parks and Rec, Highway, Grounds, etc?,
Craig Minor: There won't be any more, that's already been done.
Commissioner Claffey: All right. I saw one on planting of trees and I know there are a lot of
sidewalks in town that, they are taking trees down on sidewalks because it costs too much
money to repair the sidewalks. That just popped out when I turned to page 36. Street tree
planting.
Chairman Pane: We should make a note of that, to have Commissioner Woods look at some
of that landscaping stuff, get his opinion on it since he is in that line of work. Since you
brought up the trees there, we did a streetscape last year or two years ago in the town
center, Constance Leigh, and I think we need to be careful with those in the future, because if
you notice there, the trees, they probably didn't have enough land there that was the town's
land so what they did was, instead of having the trees far enough away from the sidewalk,
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the tree comes into the sidewalk, so by the time that they grow up we're going to have
sidewalk problems, so I think that we need to, a little better planning on that, and if it is in a
location where we don't have that access yet because the land is not developed, then maybe
don't put the trees in until the land gets developed, or maybe get permission from the, did we
try to get permission from Hartford Hospital?
Craig Minor: As far as the trees, I don't remember, but we did get permission from the
hospital on other things there, the grading, I don't remember talking to them about the trees.
Commissioner Claffey: My only big thing is how they compare and contrast, how they are
improved from, how life has changed in the community, sustainability, solar, save the water.
Craig Minor: What I can do is literally with a sharpie mark the items that are somewhere else
in the old POCD and note what that page is, and visa-versa because there may be things that
are in the old plan that are not in the new plan, any changes, I will do that. It won't be a
column by column comparison because that would be very difficult, but I can do it old school.
Chairman Pane: On page 41 the Newington Town Center, "strengthen the center as a
mixed-use, pedestrian friendly area with a strong "since of place."
The key issue for the POCD is how to make Newington Town Center more vibrant, and
attractive and relevant, to the needs of the community now and in the future. The overall
goals are to encourage pedestrian friendly development (business and mixed-use building) in
the Town Center area which:
Maintains and enhances a vital, useful and functional Town Center
Helps strengthen Town Center businesses
Supports the desired overall character of Newington and is sensitive to adjacent
residential neighborhoods.
Carefully guides the reuse of properties for continued grand list growth.
Newington Town Center should be the major community focal point and the business, civic,
institutional, and cultural center of the Town. Just as West Hartford Center reinvented itself
following the construction of Wesffarms Mall and then evolved itself further with the
development of Blueback Square, Newington should strengthen Newington Town Center as
a mixed-use pedestrian friendly place with a strong "sense of place."
Does anyone have any comments on that?
Commissioner Claffey: My concern for the town center and I may be a little jaded, I live
literally behind Starbucks in the town center, so I walk a lot into town and it's really, we got
into this a little, TPZ a two weeks ago about signage and directional signs and you don't know
where anything is in town. Like, if someone parked their car behind in the municipal back
lots, you are looking at page 41, because they outlined everything, you really don't know
where anything is. You are inside the box, and everything is outside the box. So, I mean the
parking lots, tough to try to get around, and they talk about a sense of walking and I think
they go hand in hand, and it's a hard downtown to navigate. I think it's more divided than they
show it, I think the post office and the old market is its own little entity in town because it
doesn't connect to anything else because there is a huge company right in the center of that.
Chairman Pane: Which is changing.
Commissioner Claffey: That's what I'm saying, as we evolve, we try to take this yellow box, I
think it should extend farther down, all the way to the senior center, down Cedar as a
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downtown because you have Walgren's down there. They end it right at the Walgren's
parking lot. Now they have the community as a whole all the way down to the senior center.
Commissioner Braverman: You bring up a very good point and maybe we should take a look
at it from a geographical perspective. North, south, east, west part of the center, maybe we
should look at it as an exciting place, let's go to the east side, let's go to the west side, let's
go to the north end and the south end, whatever, imagination, maybe highlight some of the
features, or some other, let's play with the idea, let's let some of the students play with the
idea too. They could be very creative I would imagine.
Chairman Pane: I think the only thing we need to be careful about in expanding the town
center is protecting the residential area around it. I think you are right though, the town
center kind of includes the senior center down the street, but there is some residential
between them. I think that we have a lot of potential in the town center that would be
possible with the changing of the Keeney factory, and I think if the town center had to expand
anywhere it should expand towards the Berlin Turnpike up towards the Hartford Hospital
property. I think that would be the only position.
Commissioner Fox: But if you can't use that property, as you said, the only way to get the
town center a little more lively is to go up, and I don't see that. Not at all.
Commissioner Claffey: It all does come back, I think the parking, he refers to Blue Back in
West Hartford, I mean, they are having a huge parking war now down in West Hartford
center, I mean, they are blocking streets off, they are making some streets where you can't
even park because it abuts the neighborhood and you're right, I would hate to walk out in
front of my house and have people parking there because they go to T.J's or something, but
then again, I do understand because I do live.....
Craig Minor: In the Town Center.
Commissioner Claffey: I live in the town center, I agree with you. I don't hear the traffic as
much as I thought I would, but you know, I'm in the town center so I have to accept that
maybe someone will park on Wells Drive and go to T.J.'s.
Chairman Pane: West Hartford has had some problems, the parking is subject to sales tax
and they are also raising it twenty-five cents if you use a credit card, which I'm not sure if that
is legal, and they were upset, the Town of West Hartford was upset because they had to pay
$2,098.00 in credit card fees. Well, if you pay $2,098.00 in credit card fees, you're taking in a
lot of money. So I think Newington has a really good opportunity because the way West
Hartford is, they are losing some restaurants and maybe we could pick them up. If we
continue to make sure, that is why parking is really important, to make sure that we keep our
parking counts correct because you could see what happens if you don't have enough
parking, you can see you would have a problem.
Commissioner Claffey: I guess talking to what you and Commissioner Fox brought up, this
moving east, how is that relationship that the town has with the property owners that are to
the east, going up the hill. I mean, is it good, bad....
Chairman Pane: I don't think that there is much of a relationship right now. I think that is
something that the Mayor, the Council and the Town Manager can try to achieve. I think that
is the only place that we can go. I think that if the factory decides to leave, we have an
opportunity for maybe a restaurant or two provided that we have enough parking. Maybe
some small specialty stores with housing above. Maybe you have some apartments or have
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some living space on the second of third floors but it has a lot of opportunities there. There
is not one other town center that is going to open up a whole block possibility, so I think our
leaders would be wise to communicate with the owners of the property and try to plan
something that benefits not only Newington but benefits the owners of the property too.
Commisssioner Fox: I think maybe the Economic Development Commission, maybe the new
Commissioner when we get one, can look at what development might be there.
Commissioner Gill: The Hartford Hospital space there, what's going on with that, or is there
anything and whose space is that?
Chairman Pane: The land or....
Commissioner Gill: The land.
Chairman Pane: It's all Hartford Hospital, it's all Hartford Hospital's land and I'm sure they
have plans with it. I'm not sure what their long range plans are, that's something that the
leaders should sit down with them and.....
Commissioner Gill: Yes, because you could incorporate that, the Keeney property is right
across the street from that property. There is no reason that they couldn't all be expanded.
Commissioner Claffey: What is that little building right across, they gave us a picture on page
41, between Constance Leigh and that next driveway that goes up into the hospital.
Craig Minor: It's Hartford Hospital property and it's public land zone, which is a strange zone.
Chairman Pane: Eventually you may end up changing the zone so, like a PD zone, if you
come up with a better plan you could end up changing it to just the Business Town Center
Zone.
Commissioner Claffey: We definitely need to bring them in, stir the pot and see what their
twenty year plan is. It may align with us and they maybe want to put living facilities or
additions and that would align really nicely with the back side of your town center to have
something like that. I would like it better than office buildings right there, but that's my
opinion.
Chairman Pane: I'm going to wrap this up but I'm going to go to Public Participation before
we close down.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (Briefing booklets No. 1 through 16)
Rose Lyons, 46 Elton Drive: I have a bunch of things written down here, but I know that you
are getting ready for the 7:00 meeting.
I'm liking what I'm hearing around the table, I've heard it before and I will probably hear it
again, I heard Jeff Wright's version of the center of town and building up and restaurants
coming and all this other hoopla, the focal point in the center would be the center of the
municipal parking lot. The only thing I have seen there for activity is some blow-ups of
Mickey Mouse and Christmas Trees and things. Something has to be done with the center of
town, it's not just going to be talk around the table I hope this time.
As far as the signs, great idea, but I also have mentioned many times to you that I hope you
would hold the town just as accountable as you do the business owners around here. In the
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center of town, no offense, we have a nice Christmas tree, then we have a rolling, scrolling
snow man, and a Menorah which is nice but I think it could be a little bit simpler, without the
rolling scrolling snow man because the people in the center of town can't do that.
Again, kindness counts, wonderful idea, the signs were all around town, they were going to
get picked up or be delivered to the Extravaganza part that they had and there are some
sitting on the turnpike. I think a lot has to be done to look at conforming to what we have as
far as Administrative Letter #35 which spells out how the signs should look and when I asked
about the EV signs attached to the sign for the municipal parking lot, I was told TPZ has no
control over it. I think that your vision is great and I hope it is the vision of other departments
and other units. The Young Farm, there is a trail accessible on the Young Farm. There are
dogs running on that property, it's not a dog park, but people are trying to have community
gardens, there are dogs, there are people who say, we don't have a dog park, so I'm going to
let my dog go loose, there has to be some uniform way of controlling our public land. Like I
say, I like what I'm hearing here it's just that I've heard it before, heard it five years ago, ten
years ago, and as far as Hartford Hospital goes, what I heard at Economic Development was
that, when it was suggested for a medical building there, that Hartford Hospital doesn't go
with medical facilities where Saint Francis, it's competitor, doesn't have a facility.
It's an aging population. If they could put in some sort of senior housing or whatever, that
would be great. It's a big piece of property, the Keeney property, it's a wonderful vision, but
I'd like to see a master plan and that is what we have been asking, we as residents have
been asking for a master plan.
As far as the meeting goes with Glenn, there were maybe 45 or 50 people, but it wasn't a
good demographic spread. Most of us that were here were aging, and we want to see that,
and the younger people wanted recreation, but I don't think it was a very good cross section
of people. Just my opinion. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. Anybody else from the public like to speak on the 2020 plan.
Rose brought up a good point. Do you think, on the Administrative Letter #35 which explains
how a town sign should look, in the Town of Newington, maybe that should be part of our
references here, or part of it in our Plan of Development so that when signs are designed by
some of the other, the Economic Commission or whatever so that they know that that should
be followed.
Craig Minor: Since Ms. Lyons brought this up a few years ago, I have made it my job as the
Town Planner, where I do more than just report to you, my other duties, I have to be sure that
when designs are printed out, that staff follows the regulations, but maybe we could put it in
the zoning regulations. That would be a good place for it.
Chairman Pane: I don't see any problem with referencing it in the 2020 Plan, maybe in the
area where we talk about adding additional signs at Gateway locations. We could say, you
are to follow the Administrative Letter #35 or however you want to reference it. In the new
plan here it talks about finding some gateway locations for signs and businesses and for the
town.
I'm going to adjourn this meeting so that we can have our regular meeting. Is there a
motion?
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ADJOURN

Commissioner Fox moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion was seconded by
Commission Sobieski. The meeting was adjourned at 7:05 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Norine Addis,
Recording Secretary

